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FSL 2020 is a three-pronged effort emphasizing Member Well-Being, Member Development, 
and Chapter Excellence. Since implementation in Fall 2018, this effort has made progress toward 
establishing a reputation for a positive member experience that draws students not only to 
Fraternity and Sorority Life, but also to the institution.

Safer Events
Four new FSL procedures regarding events with alcohol were established this year - advisor 
notification, required chapter President attendance, vendor and security requirements, and a 
strictly enforced two-week prior event registration minimum. In comparison to previous years, we 
feel that the new event procedures have reduced negative consequences and incidents related to 
drug and alcohol use. Out-of-town event guidelines will be developed with the assistance of the 
FSL 2020 Task Force.

Informed and Empowered Members
To cultivate an educated and empowered community, the New Member Institute (NMI) was 
reorganized with an emphasis on crisis response training. In Fall 2018, 142 new members attended 
NMI and 92.35% of attendees reported they understood how to respond to crisis situations as a 
result of attending NMI. This year, participation in the AliveTek Hazing module was required for all 
members, not just new members as in the past. Overall, FSL members are more informed than in 
previous years, which should have a positive impact in a variety of situations and contexts.

A Strong Start
To ensure a strong start to FSL membership, attendance at an FSL Info Session was required for 
recruitment and intake eligibility. In Fall 2018, a total of 309 potential new members attended 
FSL Info Sessions, resulting in new members beginning their FSL experience with a broader 
understanding of the community and membership expectations. In addition to these procedural 
changes, changes to NMI, and enhanced officer training, FSL will collaborate with Leadership 
Programs to provide an FSL Emerging Leaders Program for the 2019-2020 academic year.

Disclosing Chapter Performance
To provide transparency in chapter performance, and to promote positive information about our 
chapters, an online Chapter Performance Dashboard was developed. The FSL Instagram account, 
the primary means of communicating these successes, has 963 followers and garnered a total of 
2,000 likes on chapter achievement posts this academic year. These efforts served the dual roles 
of increasing public accountability regarding poor chapter performance and program-level support 
and promotion regarding excellent chapter performance. Over time, we believe that these efforts 
will foster improved chapter performance.

Procedures and standards that were introduced in 2018-2019 were well-received by the FSL 
community and will remain in place in the 2019-2020 academic year. Overall, the implementation 
of FSL 2020 generated increased member education, community transparency, and clearly 
articulated community standards.

Executive Summary



FSL Community Status

Fall 2018 Fall 2017 Spring 2019 Spring 2018

FSL Members Total 707 759 663 723

Active Members 496 523 604 670

New Members 211 236 59 53

Organizations Total 21 21 21 21

GPA 2.93 2.86 2.97 2.93

Academic Good Standing* 15 19 10 15

Academic Warning* 4 2 8 3

Academic Probation* 2 0 3 3

Student Conduct  
Active Sanctions 3 4 3 4

Events Registered 24 – 51 –

BYOB Events Registered 2 – 4 –

3rd Party Vendor  
Events Registered 12 – 16 –

Interest Group/Colony 2: Omega Psi Phi | Omega Delta Phi

New Chapter 3: Kappa Delta Chi | Kappa Alpha Psi | Zeta Psi Eta 
(moved to FSL oversight)

*A new more aggressive Academic Improvement Plan was implemented in 2017-2018. This plan results in fewer chapters
in good standing, but the GPA has increased (both raw GPA and comparison to the student body).
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